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Web Annotation Tool for Segment Labeling – Basic Design

• Annotation of long text segments
• Web-based front-end with Java back-end

Four easy setup steps
1. Selection of TXT files
2. Definition of annotation categories
3. Configuration of annotator accounts
4. Tuning colors of annotated categories

Novel Features in WAT-SL 2.0

Annotation Monitoring & Quality Control
• Overview of task and segment completion
• Admin can login as any annotator
• Monitoring time spent on each task
• Computing IAA values (Krippendorff’s α)

Annotation Usability
• Hierarchically structured labels
• Keyboard shortcuts

Clinical Annotation Project
• 1K German clinical documents
• 170K Text segments
• 8 Medical students
• 2 Annotation supervisors
• 4 Annotation iterations
• 6-21 Labels per round

Based on feedback from annotators WAT-SL 2.0 was implemented

Export formats
• CSV files
• ANN files (BRAT-compatible)

Download WAT-SL 2.0 with example annotation data
https://github.com/webis-de/wat
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